
SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART
A Feature Film on the Science and Spirit of  Our Connection!

Prepared Exclusively for Jeff Yanc

P r e s s  K i t

www.sacredjourneyoftheheart.com

New Documentary Featuring Bestselling 
Authors, Indigenous Elders, Scientists, 
and Spiritual Leaders Reveals the 
Science and Spirit of Our Connection 
and the Healing Power of the Heart.

An inspiring, new documentary, produced by 
Scottsdale filmmaker Ronna Prince, 
investigates the healing power of the heart and 
proposes that we are in the midst of creating the 
biggest shift of consciousness of all times: 
heart-based living. Sacred Journey of the 
Heart is a ground-breaking film revealing how 
modern science is converging with ancient 
spiritual traditions to create the shift we’ve all 
be waiting for. 

Viewers will learn tools and techniques from 
leading spiritual teachers, scientific experts and 
indigenous elders that will assist them on their 
personal transformation.

Contact: Derek Marmon, 480.430.5652, ModernAvatars@yahoo.com for 
Special Screenings and Workshops
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Meet the Producer: Ronna Prince

SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART

Ronna Prince, Founder, Modern Mastery™, Global Wholeness Corp, 
Intuitive Counselor, Coach, Workshop Leader and Inspirational 
Speaker

Ronna Prince is the writer and producer of Sacred Journey of the 
Heart, a film about the science and spirit of our connection. She is also 
an intuitive counselor and coach, a guide to sacred sites around the 
world and a songwriter. Ronna created a step-by-step personal growth 
process that she trademarked as Modern Mastery™. She guides clients 
through the process of transition and creating a new reality that aligns 
with each person’s unique talents and dreams.

Ronna presents workshops throughout the US on topics of spirituality and conscious change-creation. 
She is a certified Radical Forgiveness Coach, an aura-soma practitioner and a licensed teacher of the 
Institute of HeartMath™ tools and techniques. Ronna’s goal with the film, Sacred Journey of the Heart, is 
to encourage viewers to “dive in” and to make the connection to their hearts and to the hearts of all.  We 
are connected and the place of connection is the heart.

About Global Wholeness Corp.
Ronna Prince formed Global Wholeness Corp (GWC) in 2009 to support her vision of creating a whole 
and healed earth upon which human beings can find deeper connection, harmony and peace. Global 
Wholeness Corp is a non-profit with a mission to bring healing and wholeness to ourselves as individuals, 
to our communities, and to the whole earth through the power of love. 

www.ModernMastery.com            www.sacredjourneyoftheheart.com

Watch the Trailer: http://bit.ly/SacredJourneyHeart
Have you ever started on a journey to a specific 
destination only to end up somewhere completely 
different? As writer-producer Ronna Prince began 
filming, she had no intention of sharing her long 
buried secrets. But by courageously revealing her 
childhood abuse, the film evolved into a compelling 
documentary about healing, forgiveness and 
transformation. More than just a compilation of 
facts, this film contains step-by-step suggestions on 
how to live fully in the heart. Ronna brings together 
a stellar cast of leading scientists, teachers and 

indigenous elders from around the world to present 
the primary message of the film: We are all connected through the human heart. The heart truly creates a 
unified field among people AND connects us with the harmonic field of earth itself.

Contact: Derek Marmon, 480.430.5652, ModernAvatars@yahoo.com for 
Special Screenings and Workshops
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Elevated Existence Magazine, March 2013

What’s The Buzz?

SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART

Sacred Journey of the Heart, produced by Ronna Prince and Dr. Donald Backstrom

“Sacred Journey of the Heart is a ground-breaking film documenting the science 
and spirit of our connection. More than just a documentary of facts, this film 
contains step-by-step instructions on how to live fully in the heart…”

Featuring indigenous elders, scientists and spiritual teachers, the film 
“Sacred Journey of the Heart” investigates the healing power of the human 
heart and the emotion of love, and provides information and tools to live from 
a heart-centered place. Gregg Braden, Dr. Deborah Rozman, Sarah McLean, 
Colin Tipping and others reveal how the world is shifting, and a new, 
enlightened paradigm is emerging. The way to navigate this new world is 
through conscious love, and knowing we are connected to everything around 
us.We can not only heal ourselves, but extend that healing to the world.

“‘Sacred Journey of the Heart’” is an extraordinary and 
visionary film which speaks to the timeless message of mastering 
the human experience through the heart. It’s rare that a movie 
comes along that not only indicates a choice point in the 
conversation of the day, but one that embodies a moment of 
profound transformation in human history.

~ Randall Libero, Voice America Radio

Sacred Journey of the Heart Film Review by Tim Larison - Calm Within
Sacred Journey of the Heart is a new documentary that explores the keys to heart based living, combining 
new science and ancient wisdom. The Sacred Journey of the Heart is about “taking on a love vibration 
instead of a fear vibration,” says Colin Tipping.  I liked best the part of the documentary that breaks down 
Tipping’s Radical Forgiveness method to deal with past pain: continue reading http://bit.ly/YF0fDe

Sacred Journey of the Heart Film Review by Spiritual Media Blog
SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART is a new documentary that investigates the healing power of the 
heart. I liked this movie a lot! The part of this film that I really liked is it talked about how to deal with 
negative feelings and traumas in an effective, healthy and transformational manner by using compelling 
real-life examples. Continue reading: http://bit.ly/YF9Vel 

Contact: Derek Marmon, 480.430.5652, ModernAvatars@yahoo.com for 
Special Screenings and Workshops
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Dive In – Tune In – Lighten Up: Film Quotes

Contact: Derek Marmon, 480.430.5652, ModernAvatars@yahoo.com for 
Special Screenings and Workshops

SACRED JOURNEY OF THE HEART

“The answers are 
where you are…. 
they’re in your own 
body… when you get 
it at that level, from 
that point on, your 
life is different….” 
~ Colin Tipping

“What were our 
ancestor trying to tell 
us? And how can their 
wisdom help us today … 
to deal with the 
greatest challenges in 
recorded human 
history….” 
~ Gregg Braden

“When the heart 
begins to open, 
we see a whole 
new landscape … 
we see 
possibilities… we 
begin to fall in 
love with what 
we’re creating….” 
~ Dr. Joe Dispenza

“The heart has to be 
understood as the 
person’s empowerment 
place…” 
~Deborah Rozman, PhD

“To learn to live 
from the heart… 
it doesn’t just 
change our 
feeling about life, 
it actually 
changes our 
life….” 
~ Mary Morrissey

“Feeling Builds 
connection, heart 
creates wholeness, 
love manifests 
abundance…” 
~ Ronna Prince

“We’re on the 
planet at this time 
to make a 
difference, and 
we’ve said 
“yes!”...” 
~ Cynthia James

“We do have the 
capacity to change 
patterns and start 
making more 
responsible choices… 
one of the fastest ways 
to do that… is to get the 
heart and the brain 
working together….” 
~ Dr. Rollin McCraty
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